
Radiation Therapy: Quality Contro1 Equiplnent

Univers al IMRT IMRT V손riFlcaⅱon
V色riFlcaUon Phantom Head Phantom
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Features

薨 Makes it possible to veriry IMRT dose delivery

斃 Checks either IMRT sub beaIIls or total bealrls

厠 Accolnnlodates radiographic Fl1Πl and up to FIve

ionization chaΠ 1bers

塤 Marks the 요1m position by perforation

The purpose of 工MRT dose veriFlcation phantolns is to ver—

iry dose distributions and absolute dose values produced

by IMRT beaHls, either sub bealns or total beaΠ 1s˚ The ver—

iFlcation is done by irradiating an IMRT veriFlcation phan—

toΠl and by comp aring the Ineasured phantoln va11λ es and

the calculated values of the radiotherapy treatnlent plan—

ning system.

The Universal IMRT VdriFIcation Phantonl type T400201

enables the user to check the spatial distribution of 工MRT
beaHls using a radiographic F11Π 1● Ion chaHlbers connected

to integrating doseHleters Ineasure absolute dose va11그 es.

The phantoHl accoHlnlodates a 且1n1 of 25 cHl x BO cm and

up to FIve 0. 125 cΠ 13 ion chalnbers type 31002131010˚  The

position of the F11Π l is Πlalked by needles with respect t0

the phantoln and the chamber orientation●  The phantoln is

composed of two 30 cnl x 30 cHl aclylic blocks, the depth

0fthe Fllnl is 50 mln, and the depth ofthe ion chambers is

60 mm● The sinlple shape of the phantoHl Inakes it easy to

enter its dimensions into the treatlnent planning systeln.

1 The design of the phantoln was suggested by JOrg Bohsung of the

University Hospital Charit쏜  in Berlin, GerIIlany.

ordering Inforlnat요on

T40020. 1. 010 Universal IMRT veriΠ cation phantoln

〉 SeHli∏ ex Ionization ChaHlbers ραℓe I σ
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Features

斟· Enables the user to veri㏉  stereotactic treatment plans

鋪 Made of acrylic (PMMA) Inateⅱ al in cylindⅱ c shape to

silnulate a hulnan head

薨 Accommodates the LA48 1inear chalnber array

厠 Can be attached to the stereotactic system and the couch

The LA48 IMRT head phantoln l consists of an acrylic cylin—

deT; 22 cln in height and 20 cΠ l in dialneter; which accom—

modates the LA48 1inear challilber array. This colnbination

Inakes it possible to Ineasure the IMRT dose proFIle in the

axis of the cylindrical phantom, which can be attached to

the stereotactic system and to the treatment couch● The

LA48 1inear arI˙ ay is connected to the h/fULT工 DOS doselneter

with extender ME48 and operated by using a PC soRware●

The phantollil can be attached to the stereotactic systeH1

and the couch by a special holding device˚

1 The phantoln was designed by Bernhard Rhein froIIl the Gerlnan

Cancer Research Center DKFZ Heidelberg, GerIIlany.

order土 ng 工nformat요 on

T40014 LA48 IMRT head phantoln

T40015●  1 ●010 工MRT phantom holder

〉 LA48 Linear Chanlber Array ραℓe 47
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